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NEW QUESTION: 1
A system administrator is unable to clone a Windows 2008 server while connected directly to an
ESXi host through the vSphere Client.
Which two methods can be used to complete this task? (Choose two.)
A. Use VMware Converter to perform the operation.
B. Use VMware Configuration Manager to perform the operation.
C. Connect to the host using the Web Client and retry the operation.
D. Connect to vCenter Server and retry the operation.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Within infrastructure as a Service, which two components are managed by the provider?
(Choose two.)
A. data
B. networking
C. servers
D. applications
E. runtime
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which Veritas Volume Manager (VxVM) object is mapped to a specific region of a physical
disk?
A. plex
B. private region
C. volume
D. subdisk
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
A software assurance lab is performing a dynamic assessment on an application by
automatically generating and inputting different, random data sets to attempt to cause an
error/failure condition.
Which of the following software assessment capabilities is the lab performing AND during
which phase of the SDLC should this occur? (Select two.)
A. Behavior modeling
B. Requirements phase
C. Planning phase
D. Static code analysis
E. Prototyping phase
F. Fuzzing
Answer: D,F
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